
Pro Designs Shower Wall Panels

Prepare to lose your marbles with a revolutionary wall panel design material that makes
thrilling transformations easy. Epic, even.



Tuscany Marble

Subtle bronze veining warms up this white
textured marble, creating a look that’s both
crisp and rich.

Darlington Cherry

Our planked, off-white design created a
warm, inviting space while the straight

grain refines the look.

Legacy Ash

With a subtle taupe woodgrain patter
mimicking a planked design, wood-like
Legacy Ash welcomes light serenity. For the
traditionalist? A classic look when paired
with neutral grain finishes. 
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Tahiti Sands

With subtle warm and cool neutral tones
behind into an off-white limestone texture,
stone-like Tahiti Sands creates a lively, yet
relaxing look with an Earthy flair. 

Torrone Marble

With subtle grey veining on a crisp white
backdrop, marble-like Torrone Marble gives

a timeless, uncluttered look to any
bathroom, what’s more? Spa-like serenity

when used in a clawfoot tub.

Staccato

With light grey converging lines on a
plane of white, wood-like Staccato coats a
space in calm and comfort with its relaxed
streaking
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Aria White

Solid with through and through, stone-like Aria
White cuts through with a crisp, clean style. For
the perfectly polished? A top-to-bottom porcelain
white look to make the bath the center of
attention.

Calacatta Statuario

With deep veining up and down the grey-
scale against gleaming ivory, marble-like

Calacatta Statuario creates a bold look with
grandeur. 

Larisis Marble

The intricate pattern of cool-tinged greys streaks
within marble-like Larisis Marble gives off a
dynamic, modern energy in a shower space.
Create an awe-inspiring look when used
shower-to-sink-to-tub-to-door. 

Augusta Calacatta 

Bold, large-scale grey veins and warm
shadows offset a milky white background to

create a glamorous loo.
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What are Wetwall wall panels made of?

01 High-Performance Top Design Layer

02 PUR Bonding Adhesive

03 Solid Waterproof Core

04 High-Performance Bottom Layer

Wall panel edge configurations
The panels come in standard widths, including 8" (in 96" height only), 30", 32" 36", 48" and 60", and

standard heights, including 72" and 96˝.


